
SPA MENU



WELCOME
to the most divine spa experience you’ll probably ever have!

Welcome to the perfect setting for your total enjoyment and wellbeing.  

A wonderfully cosy haven of relaxation and peace and never-rushed calm. 

We welcome you with open arms and our friendly,  

kind-hearted hosts and therapists are here to totally serve you. 

Our first-class Temple Spa treatments are both seriously restorative and thoroughly feel-good.  

You’ll notice the visible, impressive results straight away.

In fact, you might not want to leave!



it’s aLL abOut thE faCE
Prescription & skin boosting facials 

Express facial
Perfect skin pick-me up - 30 Minutes 

This mini facial is ideal for those on the go. Your skin is cleansed, lightly exfoliated and gently massaged. This quick-fix facial will leave 

your skin looking visibly brighter and you with a radiant complexion, a must-have for pre-parties and special occasions. 

My Kinda skin
Bespoke prescription facial for your skin type - 60 Minutes 

Are you the sensitive type? Classic combination? Dreadfully dry? Perhaps you don’t know.   

Let us analyse your skin and prepare a wonderful treatment using products specifically for your skin type.  

Just relax and we’ll do the rest. This gorgeous facial includes a face mask, lymph drainage.  

You will feel amazing and your skin will look so, so good.

Mediterranean Marinade
A calming facial for sensitive or delicate skin - 60 Minutes 

A totally luxurious facial packed with fresh ingredients and vitamin boosters that will leave the skin,  

body and mind smoothed and soothed. Designed also to reduce the effects of sun, stress or fatigue.  

Following a deep cleanse, your skin is softened and tenderised with a unique Temple Spa marinade, lymph draining and a tranquil face 

massage. A deeply relaxing experience not to be missed.

Purification
A deeply cleansing facial for oily or blemished skin - 60 Minutes 

Sometimes your skin needs a good spring clean - you know those times when it feels congested, a bit over spotty, dull and pores are in 

need of a good vacuum? This is the solution. A professional deep cleanse that leaves your complexion feeling squeaky clean, un-clogged 

and fresh as a daisy. A gently purging facial that will have you emerging feeling positively purified. 

Go Guy - Male Executive
Men’s facial for all skin types - 60 Minutes 

This macho facial is perfect to revive, refresh and invigorate. Your skin will be revitalised with a deep cleanse, followed  

by a lifting, tranquil or compression massage depending on your skin type, an exfoliating mask will then be applied.  

Aching neck muscles will be massaged, worry lines smoothed and headaches soothed. Finally, a detoxifying foot massage. You’ll feel glad 

you gave us an hour of your time.



thE GOOdy-GOOdiEs
Wellbeing facial

the totally Quenched & drenched
Rehydrating facial for thirsty skin - 75 Minutes 

The ultimate in anti-ageing, this lavish facial is a must for dehydrated or neglected skin and is designed to  

leave it looking radiant & fresh. Combining powerful antioxidants to help fight the ageing process and loss of  

elasticity in the skin, this divine treatment includes a cryogenic mask which gives a cooling effect and aids the  

infusion of the goodness of the mask. It also includes our intense eye therapy and eye massage with a rather  

special secret remedy to encourage deep hydration and eliminate fine lines. And if that isn’t enough, we also use 

lifting massage techniques and lymph drainage. You could call it a facial iron!

Repose aromatherapy facial
Relaxing, indulgent facial for all skin types - 75 Minutes 

This indulgent aromatherapy facial is infused with generous anti-inflammatory ingredients and will soothe, calm and nourish 

a tired, irritated or unhappy complexion. A divine treatment that begins with lymph draining techniques and a hand and arm 

massage, followed then by a relaxing, tranquil face and scalp hot oil massage. Pure Bliss.

thE LaP Of LuxuRy
super-Luxe facial

Champagne & truffles deluxe treatment
The crème de la crème of facials - 90 minutes 

This stunning treatment is just the thing if you are looking for a serious celebration for the skin, containing ingredients such as 

champagne, silk, diamonds, gold and of course black truffles. Highly unique elements include special lymph drainage techniques 

to reveal fresher skin, a Triple Infusion Alginate mask to help iron out fine lines and wrinkles, specialist lifting massage to 

strengthen muscle tone on the face and jowls, an iced blend to reduce puffiness and cold stone therapy. Finally, an application 

of Temple Spa award-winning SKIN TRUFFLE, will leave your complexion glowing, more youthful and instantly wonderful.You will 

receive a flute of bubbly and a delicious handmade truffle as you admire your complexion!

Red Carpet Miracle facial
The ultimate special occasion facial - 60 minutes

This high-tech miracle facial is the one to go for if you’re seeking instant and visible results and skin fit for the Red Carpet - you 

know, that radiant glow and sculpted firmness of youth. We start with a unique and highly effective cleanse followed with our 

super advanced skin-lifting and muscle-energising facial massage combined with the dynamic glycolic resurfacing performance 

of our award-winning THE BIG REVEAL gommage. Your therapist becomes your skin’s personal trainer as your face gets a skin 

and muscle workout! Facial contours are then wrapped in THE CONTOURIST, our remodelling face mask with jaw sling that hugs 

facial contours and irons out wrinkles. Whilst the miracle working goodness of the mask is going to work, enjoy a scalp, shoulder 

or hand/arm massage.



aaahhh!
Leg & foot energiser - 30 minutes 

Don’t you just hate it when your legs & feet beat like drums? This oh-so-good treatment is instant relief for tired, over 

worked limbs. It begins with skin brushing and a sugar buff scrub, to help eliminate excess fluids,  

followed by a warm oil massage, that will leave you tingling, and finally an invigorating rub with Aaahhh! Wonderful to add on 

to another treatment.

i’ll be back
A facial for the back - 45 minutes 

Following an invigorating skin exfoliation with SUGAR BUFF Mediterranean scrub, warm purifying mud is smoothed all over 

your back for a deeply cleansing treatment. Warm cloths are used to remove the mask  

before a stimulating massage, leaving you energised and with a back to be proud of.

turkish delight
Body exfoliation - 45 minutes 

Using hot exfoliating gloves, along with our KEEP CALM aromatherapy cleansing bar, your body will be lathered  

and exfoliated. Followed with a hot, steam towel removal and blissful, warm DRIFT AWAY oil massage,  

you will feel soft, smooth and totally relaxed. If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to be rubbed,  

scrubbed and lathered-up Turkish style, this is the one for you.

Glorious Mud
Skin conditioning & detoxifying mud wrap - 60 minutes 

Using the finest blends of ingredients for detoxifying and purification of the body, this treatment starts with top-to-toe  

body-brushing to encourage lymphatic flow. The body is then smoothed with warm vitamin and mineral rich mud  

which helps nourish and purify the skin. Once cocooned in a cosy wrap, the relaxation process is then taken to another level 

with a glorious scalp massage. You wouldn’t believe wallowing in mud could feel so good!

Go figure
A firming, toning, tightening body detox treatment - 60 minutes 

This is the one if you need a bit of help with the wobbly bits!  Your treatment commences with brushing and sloughing 

movements to stimulate lymphatic flow. Hips, thighs & abs are treated to a detoxifying massage, using targeted techniques, 

followed by an intensive marine and earth mud wrap to continue the good work.  

Finally, a friction rub with GO FIGURE anti-cellulite gel completes the treatment. You will feel invigorated and clothes should 

be that bit looser. One treatment is fab, a course of six is amazing!

bOdy sCRubs, WRaPs & iNfusiONs
Just like a ‘facial’ but for the body

the Outer Glow
Face & body exfoliation - 45 minutes 

Using our unique Sugar Buff body scrub, we polish your body and exfoliate your face with a facial scrub. This invigorating and refreshing all 

over treatment leaves the skin top-to-toe soft, revitalised and hydrated. The perfect way to begin another body treatment and an absolute 

must before you commence your vacation or special event. Go and glow!



MassaGEs
the best massage treatment you’ll ever experience

back, Neck and shoulder Massage

30 minutes 

This massage, devoted to your neck, shoulders and back, is the best 30 minutes you’ll ever spend! Perfect for when you don’t have 

a lot of time, but you do have a lot of stress.

bespoke Massage 

Tailored to your needs - 60 / 90 minutes 

A treatment totally customised to what your body needs, choose your preferred pressure and feel all the tensions melt away. We’ll 

select the best Temple Spa oils to suit your skin and treatment type. The 90 minute treatment also includes an express facial. 

Rocks of the Mediterranean 

Hot stones massage - 75 minutes

This popular thermal stone massage is a glorious treatment using warm basalt lava stones to massage the body from head to 

toe, harnessing the touch of the stone and the influence of the heat to create an aura of warmth. The muscles are relaxed and 

rejuvenated in a sensation unique to stone massage. It’s an experience you just have to have at least once in your life.

CaN’t dECidE WhiCh tREatMENt?
Sometimes you don’t know what treatments you’d like until you arrive - you might need to relax,  

or you might need to be rejuvenated. But knowing in advance how you are going to feel on the  

day of your spa visit is sometimes a little hard. No problem at all.

Our unique booking system is here to help. You have two options: 

Book a specific treatment from our menu if you know in advance what you’d like or;

Book A ‘time’ (choose from 1 hour, 2 hours or more) and you can decide on which treatments you want when you arrive.

And if you still can’t decide, tell us how you feel and we’ll design something personally, just for you. So relax and know that  

whatever you need is taken care of.



sPa ExPERiENCEs & PaCKaGEs
top-to-toe spa affairs

the Mediterranean float
The fully loaded skin-luxe facial & body duo - 90 Minutes 

Packed with delicious ingredients, this double deluxe all over treatment will leave you looking and feeling like you’ve taken a mini 

vacation. Your mind will escape as your body is polished and nourished with our iconic Mediterranean body scrub. The rejuvenating 

facial contains our unique Mediterranean marinade. The result? Totally smoothed and soothed skin, head to toe.

My Kinda Mood
A prescriptive facial & massage bespoke to you - 120 Minutes 

Not sure how to spend the next couple of hours? Firstly, we’ll chat about how you are feeling - skin, body & soul - and let you smell 

the different aromas to match your mood.  Then we’ll take care of you with a wonderfully relaxing and restorative full body massage, 

followed by an indulgent facial.  We will select the products and techniques perfect for your wants and needs.  

You will look, feel and smell oh so good.

the serious detox 
The ultimate detox package - 2.5 hours 

If you are serious about detoxing, then this is the one for you.  We have put together the perfect combination to cleanse and 

detoxify. We commence by exfoliating the whole body. The hips, thighs & abs are treated to a detoxifying massage, using 

targeted techniques, followed by a stimulating marine and earth mud wrap.  We finish with an invigorating and energising full body 

massage, using lymphatic drainage techniques, to leave you thoroughly rejuvenated and supported in your quest to get in shape.  A 

complimentary Temple Spa Detox Plan is also included.

RaithWaitE day sPa PaCKaGEs
Our very own specials

taster Package
30 minute Back, Neck & Shoulder Massage.

30 minute Facial.

Afternoon tea. Full use of the Spa.

Available 10am-4pm daily.

yorkshire Escape
Full Facial & Back Massage.

File & polish (fingers).

Champagne afternoon tea. Full use of the Spa.

Available 10am-4pm daily.

Gentleman’s Escape
Full body Massage & Express Facial.

Gentleman’s afternoon tea. Full use of the Spa.

Available 10am-4pm daily.

sparkling twilight
    30 minute Facial, Back Massage or Sedating Scalp Massage. 

Glass of Prosecco. 

20% off food and drink, additional treatments, and Temple Spa products. 

Full use of Spa facilities. 

Available Sunday - Thursday 5.30pm-9pm.

Mid-week Mini Pamper 
30 minute Facial, Back Massage or Sedating Scalp Massage. 

1 course light lunch or afternoon tea. Full use of the Spa. 

Available 10am-4pm, Monday-Thursday.



haNds & fEEt suitE
Manicures & Pedicures

Probably the most luxurious manicure and pedicure you will ever have, literally skin care for the hands or feet.  

These 60 minute treatments will leave your hands & fingertips or feet & toes looking elegant and feeling oh so good.

Spa Manicure - 60 minutes 

Spa Pedicure - 60 minutes 

File and Polish - 30 minutes 

File and Gel Polish  - 45 minutes 

sidE ORdERs
delightful treats to add to main treatments

Have you ever had a treatment at a spa and thought to yourself, ‘I wish I could have a little more’?  

Well now you can!Just like when you are at your favourite restaurant and you choose your main meal but desire a little extra 

something on the side. Here we present a lovely selection of options to add onto your main treatment.  

These can be added to any treatment (facials, massages, body treatments).

Stressed out? Enjoy our 15 minute hot stone neck and shoulder treatment.

Head feel heavy and uptight? You will love our 15 minute sedating scalp massage.

Love your hands to be pampered? Select our 15 minute indulgent hand ritual.

Want a spring in your step? Select our 15 minute indulgent foot ritual.

Want to look less tired? Discover our 15 minute secret eye remedy.

15 minutes per side order.



OuR PROduCts
temple spa products

Temple Spa products are geared towards serious results, self-preservation and overall wellbeing. 
We employ cutting edge science and innovative technologies to produce results oriented products  

and concentrated formulas with boosted performance.  We continually reach into the brilliant minds 
and derma-science laboratories of some of the most eminent doctors and professors of bio-chemistry, 

dermatology and medicine in Switzerland, Italy and the UK.  

Every product contains an abundance of botanicals, essential oils and extracts traditionally found in 
the rich fields and waters of the Mediterranean, and sourced from the highest quality crops. 

Anti-ageing and skin psychology is very important us. Anti-ageing ingredients are formulated within  
all of their skincare and problem solving serums target specific anti-ageing problems. 

All textures and touches are briefed to feel like cashmere, silk or velvet, so there really is a  
poly-sensual experience within every bottle and every spa treatment. They look good and they  

do you good, with every sense touched. 

Contemporary packaging, anti-ageing formulas, textures like cashmere, feel-good factor aromas and 
names to make you smile. 



PayMENt & CaNCELLatiON POLiCy
Full payment is due at the time of booking for all treatments and spa days. In the event you need to cancel, if notice of 72 

hours or more ahead of your scheduled appointment is given, then a 50% refund will be processed. We may also be able 

to move your appointment to an alternative date that is within 4 weeks of your original appointment date, however this is 

strictly subject to availability and cannot be guaranteed. If less than 72 hours’ notice is given, no refund will be processed. 

Arriving late for your appointment will unfortunately result in a reduced treatment time and no reduction in treatment cost. 

In the event you do not attend a scheduled treatment, full payment will still be taken and no refund will be issued.

MaKE thE MOst Of yOuR visit
Thank you for choosing to come and visit The Spa at Raithwaite. We have a variety of features to help you relax,  

unwind and recover. This includes four treatment rooms; with one double room should you wish to share the experience  

with a partner or friend.

Within the Spa you will find a sauna and steam room for mixed gender. Both are designed to open your pores, increase heart rate and work your 

sweat glands. Both are great to use after exercise, recovering from a cold, and for general cleansing of the skin.

You will be provided with robes, slippers and a towel. 

We have lockers which need a number code to access (no coin required). 

Drinking water is available by the pool and complementary herbal tea will be offered after your treatment. 

Lunch is available from 12.00 - 17.00. 

Afternoon tea is available from 13.00 - 17.00 - you can choose what time is most suitable. 

Any food or beverage extra to what is included in your package must be paid at time of ordering in the poachers bar/restaurant. 

Pool restriction times for children are: 10.00 - 12.00, and 16.00 - 18.00 daily.

spa Etiquette
Swimwear must be worn at all times in the spa area. Please shower before and after you enter the spa facilities  

and before and after any heat treatments. Belongings are left at owners risk.

The use of mobile phones and recording equipment is not permitted in the pool area.

Outdoor shoes are not to be worn and glass objects are not permitted in the pool area.

Any form of food or drink (except water) is not permitted in the spa area. No running or jumping in the spa area.

Children under 16 must be accompanied by an adult and are not permitted to use the steam room or sauna.

People with high blood pressure , heart disease and women who are pregnant should avoid heat treatments.

Come out immediately if you feel faint or dizzy during any time in the spa facilities.

Women who are pregnant - we do not recommend use of sauna, steam room or Jacuzzi.

 arrival instructions 
The Spa is located on the lower ground floor of the Hall.

For day packages you are welcome to use the facilities from 10am - 4pm.

We recommend you arrive in the Spa reception area a few minutes before your treatment start time,  
to enable you to complete a consultation form. 

Treatment time: please be advised that the treatment time stated in the brochure is not hands on treatment time  
but includes consultation and aftercare time.

Please enjoy your visit with us. 



your body is a living temple. honour it, enjoy your life & live it to the full

Temple Spa philosophy

For more information please email spa@raithwaite.com or call 01947 661661

Raithwaite, Sandsend Road, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO21 3ST.


